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Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. Well this week I think I want to talk about Neptune going retrograde on June 13. It’s going
to be quite a powerful experience. There is sort of what I would call a Neptune awakening now and
it affects primarily the Third Eye centers. It is also affecting telepathic communications with
animals, well, really, all intelligence. The Third Eye center is more sensitive and even hyper
sensitive in some.
So watching your thoughts and doing your best to project positive pictures and words. That would
be wise. It’s going retrograde in what I would call Psychic Pisces which adds more emphasis to it.

So you might have more productive dreams, get more messages in general or more intuitive
connections. So by all means practice with the Third Eye, so like going in slow motion backwards, a
lot like a Mercury retrograde would have an affect on communications.
So enjoy that Neptune energy.
As always, thank you and my love to you.
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